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DATASHEET

Eliminate Cyber Threats

Security intelligence, reimagined.

THE CHALLENGE: Digital Growth Creates More Threats
Threat actors exploit unnoticed gaps with easy-to-create malicious 

infrastructure with one goal: attack. Attackers spin up new systems 

and tools to execute techniques such as cross-site scripting, DDoS, and 

infiltrate through a third-party compromise. These threats harm the 

enterprise with the hard costs of theft, takeovers, skimming, and breach 

clean up. And with so many attack opportunities, security teams are at 

a loss to know who’s targeting them and the digital weapons they’re 

using. 

Specific challenges include:

• Constant change: hosts, pages, URLs, components and code 

• Limited insights from initial alerts

• Unknown attackers infrastructure, continuous blindspots

• Lack necessary action steps, priority response

• Cannot identify attacker infrastructure or attributes to target 

response

• Long dwell times, malicious JavaScripts linger and spread

THE SOLUTION: Eliminate Cyber Threats with Security 
Intelligence

RiskIQ is security intelligence, reimagined. Eliminate cyber threats with 

detailed analysis and easy search to quickly move from indicator to 

triage to response. Identify attackers and their tools faster with instant 

threat indicators.

With a unified view of internet-scale data, you get a clear picture of who 

is attacking you and how they’re doing it—targeting your brand, the 

organization and its customers and third parties. 

Leverage a library filled with curated open-source intelligence (OSINT) 

and artifacts fused with RiskIQ security expertise to empower threat 

analysts, vulnerability management teams, security operations centers, 

and incident response with attacker-awareness and actionable 

intelligence that’s enriched and accessible throughout the security 

ecosystem.

WHY RISKIQ?

Enriched OSINT easily 

accessible and actionable threat 

intelligence, tailored to you

Intelligent Chaining to 

transform internet data into 

security intelligence for 

malicious infrastructure

Attack-aware Machine Learning 

to pinpoint accessibility and 

attack pathways

Security Intelligence, At-Scale

RiskIQ collects and rapidly 

dissects internet-scale data 

with machine learning to 

encode security expertise, 

10+ years of internet history, 

and live detection. Shield the 

digital enterprise, partners, and 

your customers with the only 

threat intelligence with RiskIQ’s 

patented Internet Intelligence 
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DATASHEET: External Threats

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

RiskIQ is trusted by over 100,000 security professionals, combining threat indicators and threat intelligence to 

our award-winning data platform—easily pivot from indicator to search to attacker in just a few clicks.

“Security intelligence provided by RiskIQ has enabled visibility and collaboration between 

our central and decentralized teams to continually improve our security posture and 

protect the bank and our customers from cyber threats..”

Head of IT Security 

Standard Bank

“

Attacker Attribution

identifies attack infrastructure and tools, 

seeing who’s targeting you and the 

systems they use

Live Always-on Intelligence

easily infuse threat analytics to your 

network, endpoint, SOAR/SIEM solutions 

via API and 50+ vendor integrations

Smarter Ecosystem

with more than 2,000 indicators and 

articles, curated and continuously 

updated to remove noise and spotlight 

the signal.

Pre-Built Threat Indicators

intuitive, flexible UI simplifies threat 

analysis: adaptive watchlists to go from 

insights to action in just a few clicks


